ABSTRACT In this study we introduce the combination of two-color global fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (2CG-FCS) and Fö rster resonance energy transfer (FRET) as a very powerful combination for monitoring biochemical reactions on the basis of single molecule events. 2CG-FCS, which is a new variation emerging from the family of fluorescence correlation spectroscopy, globally analyzes the simultaneously recorded auto-and cross-correlation data from two photon detectors monitoring the fluorescence emission of different colors. Overcoming the limitations inherent in mere auto-and cross-correlation analysis, 2CG-FCS is sensitive in resolving and quantifying fluorescent species that differ in their diffusion characteristics and/or their molecular brightness either in one or both detection channels. It is able to account for effects that have often been considered as sources of severe artifacts in two-color and FRET measurements, the most prominent artifacts comprising photobleaching, cross talk, or concentration variations in sample preparation. Because of its very high statistical accuracy, the combination of FRET and 2CG-FCS is suited for high-throughput applications such as drug screening. Employing beam scanning during data acquisition even further enhances this capability and allows measurement times of ,2 s. The improved performance in monitoring a FRET sample was verified by following the protease cleavage reaction of a FRET-active peptide. The FRET-inactive subpopulation of uncleaved substrate could be correctly assigned, revealing a substantial portion of inactive or missing acceptor label. The results were compared to those obtained by two-dimensional fluorescence intensity distribution analysis.
INTRODUCTION
Biological assays based on fluorescence detection are one of the most important tools in life science. Fluorescence readouts have gained major attraction not only due to their superior sensitivity to environmental properties and also its multidimensionality, i.e., its ability to provide various simultaneous readouts (e.g., intensity, anisotropy, spectral characteristics), but also due to their ever-growing range of measurement techniques (1) . The improvements in the field of confocal microscopy have opened up the door to the direct detection of single molecule events (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) . This, in turn, made the direct observation of fluctuations in fluorescence emission possible. These fluctuations are otherwise hidden in a large ensemble, but carry valuable information on the dynamics of individual molecules (7) . The analysis of fluorescence fluctuations (fluorescence fluctuation spectroscopy (FFS)) tackles the task of molecular resolution, i.e., the unequivocal identification and characterization of different fluorescing molecules. The first FFS method to appear was fluorescence correlation spectroscopy in 1972 (8) . Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) resolves components with different diffusion coefficients and represents a sensitive tool for biochemical assays rendering a change in mass such as binding studies. However, a difference by a factor of approximately seven in molecular weight is needed to unambitiously distinguish two species (9) . Furthermore, a major limitation of FCS as a rapid analysis tool is its statistical decline when going to very short measurement times (10) .
Therefore, other FFS methods have been introduced to resolve different species according to their molecular fluorescence brightness (number of detected photons per time interval). Higher order autocorrelation (11) and higher order moment analysis (12) determine the molecular brightness from moments of the fluorescence fluctuations. A successor of these methods was independently developed by Chen et al. (13) and Kask et al. (14) . Denoted as photon counting histogram (PCH) and fluorescence intensity distribution analysis (FIDA), respectively, this method calculates the brightness parameter from the statistics on the amplitude (number of photons) axis of the fluorescence fluctuations and has been applied on a variety of biochemical assays (15) (16) (17) , even involving in vivo studies (18) and industrial applications such as high-throughput drug screening (HTS) (10, 19, 20) . A special adaptation of this approach to single-molecule measurements was highlighted by burst size distribution (BSD) analysis (21) .
To improve the statistics and applicability of FCS and FIDA/PCH, both methods were expanded into two dimensions, fluorescence cross-correlation spectroscopy (FCCS) (22, 23) and two-dimensional fluorescence intensity distribution analysis (2D-FIDA) (24) or dual-color PCH (25) . The second dimension provides for the detection of coincident information from a second detector, which may represent a different color or a different polarization direction. Both methods, FCCS (26) (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) (36) and 2D-FIDA (10, 24, (37) (38) (39) (40) , have achieved remarkable results on various assays ranging from binding events to protease cleavage reactions and on HTS implementations (10, 19, 20, 38) .
Major efforts are underway to simultaneously use both types of molecular information, diffusion time and brightness, for the characterization of different species and thus to enhance the statistical accuracy of FFS. A combination of temporal and amplitude fluctuation analysis has been realized by fluorescence intensity multiple distribution analysis (FIMDA) (41) . However, FIMDA indirectly determines the temporal diffusion characteristics based on differently recorded FIDA data. An ultimate goal is the simultaneous global analysis of FCS and FIDA/PCH-based data, as expressed before (42) . Its realization at this point in time is difficult, in as much as the current theories of FCS and FIDA/PCH use quite different assumptions and approximations. Recently, Laurence et al. (43) have introduced a new approach, photon arrival-time interval distribution analysis (PAID), which is very similar to FIMDA and combines properties of both FCS and FIDA/ PCH. FIMDA measures fluctuation intensity in terms of random numbers of photons per given time interval. PAID analyzes the intensity in terms of random time intervals needed for counting a given number of photons. PAID theory adequately accounts intensity fluctuations in the time interval between a start and a stop photon and thus dynamically adapts to photon-rich time intervals. It enables molecular resolution on the basis of diffusion, brightness, and coincidence on different detection channels. However, for calculating theoretical curves, a Monte Carlo simulation method is applied. The PAID theory is rather sophisticated and the analysis suffers from long calculation times.
Despite the mentioned drawbacks, FCS features some basic advantages. 1), Besides diffusion properties, the rate constants underlying biochemical reactions can be extracted as long as these result in fluorescence emission changes. Such kinetic information is, for example, not directly accessible by amplitude analysis. 2), FCS was developed in 1972. It is well known and has been extensively applied. 3), The common theory of FCS is based on Gaussian-shaped confocal volumes, which allows one to analytically express theoretical curves for fast and straightforward fitting. 4), In most fluorescence applications, high population densities of triplet states should be avoided. FCS theory and fitting accounts for triplet state population (44) . As an example, the control of these effects is possible but still under development for FIDA, as is, for example, outlined in Palo et al. (41) . A straightforward approach would allow direct access to the molecular brightness parameter from the correlation curve. This information is in principle contained in its amplitude. Palmer et al. (11) employed the interrelation between (higher order) correlation amplitudes and fluctuation moments to determine the increase in molecular brightness accompanied by aggregation events of a single species. Similar results were obtained from scanning two-photon FCS (45) . However, by resolving several components in the autocorrelation function, no direct estimates for molecular concentration, c, and molecular fluorescence brightness, q, but only for their product, cq 2 , are obtained. Chen et al. (46) introduced a general approach for the characterization of binding events involving several species with different brightness. Correlation amplitudes were determined from moment analysis. However, a global fit of amplitudes determined from a whole titration experiment was necessary to distinguish bound from unbound species. It is desirable to extract the brightness information from a single correlation experiment and potentially use the simultaneous temporal information as well. In this work, we introduce such an approach based on Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET).
FRET has emerged as one of the most generic homogeneous biological assay principles. In general, FRET constitutes two fluorescence labels with different excitation and emission wavelengths, a donor and an acceptor dye (47) . The excitation of the donor dye introduces a certain probability of a nonradiative energy transfer to the acceptor dye and finally leads to its fluorescence emission. The efficiency and therefore the amount of acceptor fluorescence depends on several molecular factors such as the overlap of the donor emission and acceptor excitation spectra, but most importantly on the orientation and the distance between the two dyes. As a consequence, it provides a sensitive tool to resolve distance information of molecular interactions and conformational changes in the range of 1-10 nm. Using FRET, a lot of biological activities involving conformational changes or binding and cleavage reactions can be monitored in detail. For an overview of the whole range of FRET applications, one is referred to recent reports and reviews (3, (48) (49) (50) (51) (52) (53) .
Applying FCS and FCCS to FRET experiments usually requires dual-color detection of donor and acceptor, giving rise to three types of data, two autocorrelation functions (FCS data) and one cross-correlation function (FCCS data). Intensive work has been carried out on studying the impact of FRET on these fluorescence correlation data and how the information of all data can be used to enhance the sensitivity (26, 35, (54) (55) (56) (57) (58) . In a recent work, FCS and FRET have been used to analyze conformational changes of single syntaxin 1 molecules (59) . The pertaining kinetic time constant was accurately determined by its global use in all three correlation functions. However, as far as we know, a more general global analysis of all three correlation functions has not been applied previously.
This study introduces global analysis of all accessible dual-color FCS and FCCS data (two-color global fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (2CG-FCS)) as a very powerful and rapid tool to analyze the characteristics of FRET fluorescence signals. Amplitude characteristics are subject to global fitting, which can, in principle, be extended to temporal (diffusion) parameters. Limitations inherent in mere FCS and FCCS analysis can well be compensated. Beside diffusion properties, 2CG-FCS directly determines the molecular concentration and brightness. It accounts for effects like cross talk between the two detection channels, which is common to most FRET experiments. Together with beam scanning, 2CG-FCS is well amenable to industrial applications including HTS, which calls for measurement times ,2 s. As an exemplary application, the activity of a trypsin protease reaction is monitored using a peptide substrate labeled on both ends with a green (donor) and a red (acceptor) dye, respectively. Upon cleavage of the substrate by Trypsin, the FRET efficiency and thus the acceptor signal decreases and the kinetics of the enzymatic reaction can be monitored. The obtained results agree with those revealed by the well-established analysis tool 2D-FIDA. Both methods exhibit enough sensitivity to assign the high fraction of a FRET-inactive subpopulation of the uncleaved peptide to substrate molecules with inactive or missing acceptor label.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Fö rster resonance energy transfer
In general, energy transfer refers to a process, in which the electronic excitation energy of an excited dye molecule, D* (donor), is transferred to another dye molecule, A (acceptor), leading to the electronic excitation of the acceptor, A*, and the deexcitation of the donor, D, D* 1 A / D 1 A*. Hence, donor fluorescence is quenched and without direct excitation acceptor fluorescence is formed. Förster resonance energy transfer is one of the most important energy transfer mechanisms and was first theoretically derived by Förster (47) . It defines the nonradiative energy transfer from D* to A via a dipole-dipole interaction. Prerequisites for an efficient Förster resonance energy transfer are: 1), a sufficient overlap of the donor fluorescence emission and acceptor fluorescence excitation spectrum; 2), a spatial distance of 1-10 nm of both dyes; 3), a favorable spatial orientation of donor and acceptor dye; and 4), a high donor fluorescence quantum yield. The efficiency of the energy transfer, E, is defined by the induced fluorescence change, i.e., quenching of the donor fluorescence, and shows the characteristic sixth power dependence on the spatial distance, r, between donor and acceptor. This dependence makes FRET such a sensitive tool for many biological reactions including conformational changes or binding and cleavage reactions.
where F D and t D are fluorescence quantum yield and lifetime of the donor alone, i.e., in the absence of FRET or acceptor; F DA and t DA are fluorescence quantum yield and lifetime of the donor in the presence of FRET; and R 0 is Förster radius, characteristic for a specific donor acceptor dye pair and their spectroscopic properties, such as spectral overlap of donor emission and acceptor excitation spectrum and orientation of donor and acceptor dipole. A typical value of the Förster radius for the dye molecules in use lies in the range of 1-10 nm (3,48-53).
Optical equipment
As detection system, the EVOTEC FCS1plus spectrometer was used, which basically is a single pinhole confocal fluorescence microscope. The optical scheme of the experiment has been described previously (24 
The trypsin assay
Trypsin is a member of a large and diverse family of serine proteases. These enzymes play essential roles in digestion, blood clotting, and cell differentiation, and as regulators through the activation of precursor proteins (60, 61) . One of the most sensitive methods for the detection of proteolytic activity is FRET. Labeling a substrate at the N-and C-terminus with a donor and acceptor dye, respectively, provides for an ideal FRET conjugate. Cleavage of the conjugate by trypsin will interrupt the FRET signal and hence the kinetics of the reaction can be monitored.
The substrate (NH-Gly-Pro-Ala-Lys-Leu-Ala-Ile-Gly-Lys-CONH 2 ) is labeled with rhodamine green (RhGr, Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) and MR121 (Roche Diagnostics, Mannheim, Germany) at the N-and C-terminus, respectively. The excitation of the RhGr molecule at 488 nm with its fluorescence emission maximum at 527 nm results in an energy transfer toward the MR121 molecule (excitation maximum at 660 nm, fluorescence emission maximum at 677 nm), because the distance between both dyes is ,10 nm. Therefore, the RhGr dye, whose fluorescence is collected in the green detection channel, acts as the donor, and MR121, whose fluorescence is collected in the red detection channel, acts as the acceptor. Once the trypsin is added, the conjugate is cleaved at Lys-Leu ( Fig. 1 ) and the energy transfer is interrupted (62) . The cleaved substrate is therefore the FRETinactive species with a vanished MR121 and a concurrent increased RhGr fluorescence emission. In contrast, the uncleaved substrate is the FRETactive species.
The conjugate (2.5 mM) was incubated at 37°C with trypsin (75 nM) in the following buffer (reaction buffer): 50 mM HEPES pH 8, 100 mM NaCl, 10 mM CaCl 2 , and 0.05% Pluronic. Aliquots were withdrawn and diluted 1000-fold into buffer (analysis buffer, 5 mM EDTA, 0.5% SDS, 10 mM Tris/HCl, pH 7.8) after 3-60 min of incubation time, yielding different fractions of cleaved peptide and consequently different fluorescence signal in the green and red detection channels. We are applying the substrate concentration far below the K m -value of 60 mM for a Lys-Leu motive (62) , to lower the initial reaction rate and, thus, to observe the enzyme reaction with a good time resolution.
ANALYSIS METHODS
Molecular brightness
The fluorescence emission of the donor or acceptor dyes detected in the green or red detection channel is best expressed by the molecular brightness, q, which is the detected fluorescence count rate per single particle. In the presented FRET experiment, a pair of brightness, q G i and q R i , one for each detection channel, characterizes each species, i. The index ''G'' denotes the green and the index ''R'' the red detection channel. Furthermore, two species are present, FRET-active substrate (denoted by the index ''on'') and FRET-inactive substrate (denoted by the index ''off''). A close vicinity of active donor and acceptor, characteristic for the uncleaved peptide, characterizes the FRET-active substrate. In contrast, FRET-inactive species are due to an active donor but no acceptor in its vicinity. This is either due to a cleaved substrate or due to an inactive acceptor (a fact that will be discussed later). A potential third species composed of an active acceptor and an absent or inactive donor is practically invisible and not observed. Due to the energy transfer induced by FRET (compare Eq. 1), FRET activity leads to a decrease in donor brightness (green detection channel, q G i ) and an increase in acceptor brightness (red detection channel, q R i ). Thus, the fluorescence brightness is an intrinsic molecular parameter characteristic for each of the present species.
Two experimental effects have to be taken into account when monitoring the fluorescence emission in dual-color experiments (26, 27, 35) . 1), Due to the nature of the fluorescence emission spectrum (which decays very slowly toward the red wavelength region), parts of the donor fluorescence can as well be detected in the red detection channel. 2), Due to the nature of the fluorescence excitation spectrum (which decays very slowly toward the blue/ short wavelength region), there is a certain possibility of directly exciting the acceptor dye with the 488-nm excitation light and not only via energy transfer. These effects are denoted emission and excitation cross talk and lead to an increase in brightness, q R i , of the red (acceptor) detection channel. Besides being characteristic for each fluorescent species present in the sample, the brightness parameters intrinsically carry information of nonideal experimental conditions such as cross talk. Taking these values as an experimental measure thus enables us to take these nonidealities into account. The amount of cross talk is characteristic for the experimental setup (e.g., filters and optical elements used), the average amount of donor fluorescence emission, and the direct excitation efficiency of the acceptor. Throughout the experiment, the amount of cross talk is constant for each species in use, inasmuch as the experimental conditions are kept constant and both emissivity and absorption are intrinsic molecular properties. Thus, the fluorescence brightness holds as an excellent molecular parameter to distinguish between the different species present in the FRET experiment.
Concentrations and trypsin activity
The brightness values as specified in the previous chapters are an intrinsic property of the two species present in this assay. They are not influenced by the trypsin activity. In contrast, cleavage of substrate by trypsin leads to a rise in the concentration (mean number of particles in the detection volume) of FRET-inactive, c off , and a complementary decrease in FRET-active substrate, c on . Because we are applying a substrate concentration (2.5 mM) far below the K m of 60 mM as previously reported for a Lys-Leu motive (62) , the cleavage of the substrate due to trypsin can be approximated by an exponential decrease with incubation time, t, and hence is characterized by the time constant, t 0 (63). Due to effects such as photobleaching, adsorption, or miss dispensing of the aliquots, the concentration may vary between the samples or measurements (see deviations from a constant line in the inset of Fig. 5 A) . By using the information from both detection channels at the same time, one can account for this effect and determine the fraction of FRET-active species, which simply applies the normalized concentration, c on /c tot , independent of such variations. 
Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy
In FCS, the fluctuating signal intensities of each single detector are monitored in time and a correlator card or alternatively a software algorithm computes their autocorrelation functions. In contrast, fluorescence crosscorrelation spectroscopy studies the cross-correlation function between both channels. For two-color detection, three different correlation functions can be determined, autocorrelation of the signal in the green detection channel, G G FCS ðt c Þ, autocorrelation of the signal in the red detection channel, G R FCS ðt c Þ, and cross-correlation of the signal from the green and the red channel, G FCCS ðt c Þ. We apply unnormalized correlation functions, like in the very first studies in the field (8) , but in contrast to current studies where normalized functions are preferred (7). 
where t c is correlation time; I G/R (t9) is signal intensity in the green (G) or red (R) detection channel monitored at measurement time, t9; AEae denotes averaging over measurement time, t9; dI G=R ðt9Þ ¼ I G/R (t9) ÿ AEI G/R (t9)ae is fluctuation of the signal at measurement time, t9. The unnormalized data have proven to be more versatile and adequate for fitting when different species are to be resolved (64) .
In its simplest form, the correlation functions decay with a time constant characteristic of the diffusion time of the different fluorescing molecules, i, passing the confocal volume. The amplitudes are a measure of the respective concentrations, c i , and fluorescence contributions. These contributions are given by the specific brightness of fluorescence, q G i and q R i , in the green or red detection channel, respectively. The unnormalized functions regarding diffusion and triplet population kinetics of the two fluorescent species present can be expressed as follows (7, 23, 44) .
where r X i is average diffusion time through the detection volume, T X i is probability of triplet population, and m X i is triplet correlation time of species, i (on or off), and AR X is axis ratio of lateral and axial focal expansion, as monitored by the green autocorrelation (X ¼ G), the red autocorrelation (X ¼ R), and by the cross-correlation (X ¼ FCCS) function.
In the case of beam scanning, all correlation functions are influenced by the moving focus. This can be accounted for by modifying the diffusion term, D X i (65) (66) (67) (68) (69) (70) .
The variable t scan represents the average scan time of the focal volume. Its value will be slightly higher than solely given by the scanning rate of ;40 Hz (t scan 2/40 Hz ¼ 5 ms), inasmuch as the beam is moved back and forth. An approximation is introduced to account for the de-and acceleration periods induced by this movement. Parts of the diffusion term are assumed unaffected by scanning as expressed by the amplitude parameter A scan .
The expressions of Eq. 5 are less familiar. On one hand, usual FCS analysis constitutes normalized data. Normalization is thereby performed by the square of the total fluorescence count rates, +c i q i ÿ Á 2 , and results in the well-known relation, G FCS ðt c Þ ¼ 1=cDðt c Þ, for a single species. In contrast, the amplitude of the unnormalized correlation data increases with increasing fluorophore concentration. Furthermore, in contrast to Widengren et al. (44) , the triplet term is added to the diffusion term. Inasmuch as the population and depopulation of the triplet state occurs on a much faster timescale (m X
ms), it can be treated separately in theory.
FCS and FCCS alone do not enable to directly extract the concentration, c off and c on , but rather the respective amplitudes, c i ðq
Two-color global fluorescence correlation spectroscopy
For two-color global FCS analysis, the three correlation functions recorded at the same time are fitted simultaneously using Eq. 5 hereby applying the concentration, c on/off , as well as the four brightness parameters, q G=R on=off , as global variables. The brightness and all diffusion times and triplet parameters of both species, as well as the axis ratios are predetermined from control experiments of samples containing only uncleaved or maximal cleaved substrate and subsequently fixed to determine the concentration of FRETactive and -inactive substrate over incubation time. The use of the brightness parameters (q G=R on=off ) for the characterization of each species takes impacts due to cross talk into account. Thus, the normalization, c on /c tot (compare Eq. 3), is a direct monitor of the trypsin activity with a complete correction of the cross talk and concentration effects mentioned above.
Examples of this global correlation analysis are given in Fig. 2 .
Two-dimensional fluorescence intensity distribution analysis
Two-dimensional fluorescence intensity distribution analysis relies on the collection of photon count numbers, n G and n R , simultaneously recorded in time intervals of fixed duration on two detectors monitoring, e.g., different colors as in this assay (G is green and R is red). These numbers are used to build up a joint distribution of photon count numbers, P(n G , n R ). A theoretical distribution is fitted to this two-dimensional histogram, yielding molecular concentrations, c i (mean number of molecules in the detection volume), and a pair, q 
As a result, 2D-FIDA gives more statistical reliability for biological assays, because compounds are differentiated and background signals, originating in cross talk or autofluorescing compounds, are accounted for. A detailed description of 2D-FIDA is given elsewhere (24, 71) .
Here the brightness values of the two species present are predetermined from control experiments of samples containing only uncleaved or maximal cleaved substrate and subsequently fixed to determine the concentration of FRET-active and -inactive substrate over incubation time. By normalization, c on /c tot , the trypsin activity is followed using Eq. 3 with a complete correction with respect to the cross talk and concentration effects as mentioned above.
RESULTS
FCS, FCCS
, and 2D-FIDA data were recorded simultaneously. Measurements have been performed for 2 s using beam scanning and for 10 s without beam scanning. Statistical significance was induced by 10-fold repetition of each sample prepared. Laser light of 488 nm and an irradiance of 90 kW/cm 2 was used to evoke fluorescence excitation.
Background signal due to Rayleigh and Raman scattering and detector dark counts amounted to 2.5 kHz for the green and 0.2 kHz for the red detection channel, respectively. In 2D-FIDA, the background was accounted for by an additional (fixed) component. Because the lowest count rate was 90 kHz in the case of the green and 10 kHz in the red detection channel (i.e., signal/background ratios of 36 and 50, respectively), the contribution of the background is negligible in FCS and FCCS.
Fluorescence correlation spectroscopy
At first, standard fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) analysis was applied to the autocorrelation data recorded in the green as well as in the red detection channel. Fig. 2 shows exemplary FCS data for samples containing only uncleaved (0 min) and maximal cleaved substrate (50 min). FRET activity can be followed by a decreased amplitude of the green and an increased amplitude of the red autocorrelation data in the case of uncleaved substrate, because unnormalized correlation curves are used and because the concentration of FRET-active species, c on , decreases with incubation time at the expense of FRETinactive species, c off (q 
with
Thus, an exponential rise is expected for the green q (Table 1) , the estimated amplitudes, G G FCS ð0Þ and G R FCS ð0Þ, are plotted against incubation time, t (Fig.3) . The amplitudes are severely biased by the variations in concentration from sample to sample, which are by far largerthan the standard deviation of a single measurement. We assume these variations are due to glass adsorption, miss dispensing, and/or photobleaching, as will be further outlined below. As a consequence of the sample-to-sample variations, a fit of Eq.7 to the data only yields very imprecise results as stated in Table1. These effects might be compensated by a method that simultaneously uses the information from both detection channels, such as two-color ratio FCS analysis or fluorescence cross-correlation spectroscopy.
Two-color ratio FCS analysis
An easy way to express the information obtained by FCS from the green and red detection channel simultaneously is to investigate the ratio of the amplitudes of the two autocorrelation data, R FCS (compare Eq. 7). Fig. 4 A depicts the decay of the ratio R FCS with incubation time, t, which is free of the sample-to-sample noise present in the pure FCS data. Obviously, the concurrent information of both detection channels is sufficient enough to compensate for the sample-to-sample variation in concentration. 
Axis ratio AR (1bs) The values result from the analysis of control measurements of pure uncleaved and maximal cleaved substrate, from the dependence of the according data on the incubation time (cleavage time t 0 ), and of the corresponding Z9-values (Eq. 11) for the different analysis methods with (1bs) and without (ÿbs) beam scanning. *Parameter not determined by this method. y The diffusion term is modified according to Eq. 5d; diffusion time and axis ratio were fixed to r X i ¼ 810 ms and AR ¼ 3.5 and scanning parameters determined to be t scan ¼ 6 6 0.5 ms and A scan ¼ 0.8 6 0.05 in all cases. z These parameters of 2CG-FCS were taken from the respective FCS and FCCS analysis (see text). § This is an apparent diffusion time, which is shorter than the real diffusion time due to significant photobleaching of the acceptor (compare reference Eggeling (75)). { Parameters undistinguishable for FRET-active and -inactive substrate. k Determined from the two-color ratio FCS data. **Measurement time of 2 s. yy Not determinable due to variations in concentration from sample to sample. zz Measurement time of 10 s.
However, it is impossible to fit the data using Eq. 8 without prior knowledge of some parameters (e.g., q 
This expression fits the data very well, as shown in Fig. 4 A. However, due to the incorrect assumptions, the resulting time constant, t 0 , is biased (as can be seen from comparison to the results obtained by 2CG-FCS and 2D-FIDA).
Fluorescence cross-correlation analysis
Standard FCCS data were recorded as cross-correlation of the fluorescence signal from the green and red detection channel. Exemplary data are presented in Fig. 2 for uncleaved (0 min) and maximal cleaved substrate (50 min). In as much as the diffusion times as well as triplet parameters are indistinguishable for FRET-active andinactive substrate (as mentioned in the previous chapter), Eq. 5c is simplified using Eq. 2, expressing the time course of the FCCS amplitude, G FCCS ð0Þ, with incubation time, t.
With the diffusion time, triplet parameter, axis ratio, and scanning parameters fixed to the values determined from the control experiments (Table 1) , the estimated G FCCS ð0Þ is plotted against incubation time (Fig. 4 B) . Variations in the concentration from sample to sample once again strongly bias the data. Consequently, a fit of Eq. 10 to the data only yields very imprecise results as stated in Table 1 . FCCS is unfavorable in this particular case, because the donor fluorescence is almost completely quenched by FRET (almost 100% FRET efficiency as shown by 2CG-FCS). In principle, there should be no fluorescence emission of the acceptor in the absence of FRET (q with a FRET efficiency of 100% (q G on 0) one would expect no cross-correlation signal at all at any time, t. However, G FCCS ð0Þ rises with incubation time, t. Thus, the coinciding signal in both detection channels is solely due to the rather weak cross talk. Cross talk is in this case the only cause of the presence of cross-correlated signal. FRET systems, which exhibit less efficiency and, thus, higher brightness values of the donor (e.g., .5 kHz), have already yielded much better results for FCCS (57) . This highlights the demand for a method capable of directly determining the molecular concentrations, c on (t) and c off (t), as done by 2CG-FCS.
Two-color global fluorescence correlation spectroscopy
In 2CG-FCS, all three correlation curves, autocorrelation of green and red detection channel and their cross-correlation, are globally analyzed with common parameters, c i and q G=R i . All parameters that are not subject to global fitting were taken from the single auto-and cross-correlation analysis, i.e., the diffusion times, triplet parameters, and axis ratios, as listed in Table 1 , and were fixed throughout the analysis. In this way, the pair of brightness values for each species could be determined from the control measurements of samples containing pure uncleaved and maximal cleaved substrate, which are as well listed in Table 1 . FRET is observed by a decrease in green and a concurrent increase in red brightness. From the values of brightness, q Examples of 2CG-FCS data and fitting results are presented in Fig. 2 . It demonstrates that all three correlation curves can very well be fitted globally. The slightly imperfect description of the FCCS data is probably caused by an incomplete overlap of the green and red detection volume.
A two-component global analysis of all correlation data with brightness fixed to the predetermined values reveals the time course of the concentration, c off (t), as shown in Fig. 5 A (cross). To check if the variations in concentration from sample to sample are caused by the mentioned concentration effects due to sample handling variations, the inset of Fig. 5 A plots the total concentration, c tot ¼ c on (t) 1 c off (t), for this measurement series (cross) as well as for a measurement series taken on another day (diamonds). The strong fluctuation in c tot , which is by far larger than the standard deviation of a single measurement, as well as the difference in fluctuation from day-to-day measurements makes it reasonable to assume that the variations are indeed not caused by the trypsin assay or by imprecise data analysis but by sample handling errors.
The concentration effects can be accounted for by calculating the ratio, c on /(c on 1 c off ) (Eq. 3, cross in Fig. 5 B) , which gives an unbiased result of the trypsin activity, t 0 , as given in Table 1 . It shows that 2CG-FCS can very well be applied to the analysis of FRET assays, despite effects such as cross talk, sample-to-sample variation in concentration, as well as undistinguishable diffusion times.
2D-FIDA
The well-established analysis method 2D-FIDA was applied to prove the validity of the results obtained by 2CG-FCS. In 2D-FIDA, all fluorescent species of the sample can be characterized and distinguished by two parameters, molecular brightness in the green and red detection channel. From the control measurements of samples containing pure uncleaved or maximal cleaved substrate, once again two pairs of brightness values were determined for the species present as given in Table 1 . They agree very well with those of 2CG-FCS. A two-component analysis of the 2D-FIDA data with the brightness values fixed to the values given in Table 1 yields a time course of the corresponding concentration, c off (t), as shown in Fig. 5 A (solid circles) . The time dependence of the ratio, c on /(c on 1 c off ) (solid circles in Fig. 5 B) , can also be described by Eq. 3 to yield an unbiased value of the trypsin activity, t 0 , as given in Table 1 . All results match with those of 2CG-FCS. (72) . Because in this study a much lower substrate concentration was used (note that K M is 60 mM for a Lys-Leu motive and hence a factor of 24 higher than the substrate concentration used in this study), the value of k cat resides within the very low range of expected values (62, 72) . It is conceivable that the reaction buffer containing detergent (0.05% Pluronic) might retard the cleavage reaction.
Trypsin activity
The trypsin activity seems to be incomplete, as one might conclude from the residual FRET-active substrate concentration observed at infinite incubation time, c N on /c tot ¼ 5% (Fig.  5 B) . This cannot be explained by an insufficient cleavage reaction of trypsin, because the reaction buffer conditions in principle are perfect for trypsin activity (62, 72) . The reaction buffer might retard the reactivity, as outlined above, but should not result in an incomplete cleavage. However, the relative high concentration of SDS (0.5%) in the analysis buffer of the aliquots, which is necessary for a FRET-and acceptor-active substrate conformation, yields substrate enriched detergent micelles. This becomes obvious by a significantly enlarged diffusion time of the substrate in the presence of SDS (r G on=off ¼ 810 ms), compared to the absence of SDS (r G on=off ¼ 280 ms) as measured by FCS. Thus, cleaved peptide residing in close vicinity within the same detergent micelle might still exhibit a residual FRET activity.
Beam scanning and photobleaching
Photobleaching is an effect that deteriorates any fluorescence analysis. Due to an enhanced reactivity of the excited fluorophore, it irreversibly loses its fluorescence emission feature, i.e., it is photobleached (73) . Because the photobleaching reaction occurs from the excited state of the fluorophore, the probability increases with excitation irradiance and observation time (74) . Photobleaching has a misleading effect for fluorescence detection, because it leads to a decrease in detected fluorescence emission by a decline in the fluorescence brightness, i.e., number of emitted photons per single fluorophore, and/or in the concentration, i.e., mean number of fluorophores in the detection volume (73) . The effect is severe for any FRET experiment, in as much as donor and acceptor have different photobleaching characteristics. In most cases, the acceptor bleaches faster, which leads to an underestimation of the concentration of FRET-active species (75) .
To correct for the effect of photobleaching, the beam scanning option of the instrumentation was employed. Thereby, the beam is moved back and forth in both radial directions over the sample. The movement minimizes the observation time and thus the probability of photobleaching (65, (67) (68) (69) (70) 
Statistical accuracy for HTS
To evaluate the statistical accuracy of the analysis methods in high-throughput drug screening applications, the Z9-factor is calculated from the samples with uncleaved and maximal cleaved substrate (76) . The usage of this factor is widespread in HTS, because it reflects both the assay signal dynamic range and the data variation associated with the measurement and analysis of the according method (10, 19, 38) . With s t¼0 and s t¼60 being the readout values of each analysis method (G G=R FCS ð0Þ , R FCS , G FCCS ð0Þ , c on /(c on 1 c off )) at time 0 min and 60 min and denoting sðsÞ as the standard deviation of the according readout, the Z9-factor is a dimensionless statistical characteristic.
Its maximal value is one and due to its dependence on sðsÞ, it is inversely proportional to the square root of the measurement time. Any screening application is rated sufficiently robust if Z9 . 0.5. Measurement times in high throughput applications are usually limited to two seconds or below. 2CG-FCS yields a very high Z9-value of 0.91 at the 2-s measurement time, which is almost as good as that reached by the well-established HTS method 2D-FIDA (Z9 ¼ 0.97). Statistical accuracy is well enhanced by beam scanning. Although the experiments without beam scanning were performed with a five times longer data acquisition time, which should increase accuracy, the Z9-factor is about the same. On one hand this is induced by the lowered photobleaching probability and on the other hand due to gathering of more single molecule events and thus more molecular information in the same amount of time. Although the correlation data may look noisier in the case of beam scanning (compare Fig. 2 ), the analysis of the correlation amplitude is more accurate. The increased molecular information content is for example expressed by the increase of the correlation amplitudes. The determination of diffusion times will probably be more inaccurate in the case of applying beam scanning.
The very high Z9-values suggest to even further lower the measurement time, which makes 2CG-FCS very attractive for HTS. We have to note that an assay, which in addition to brightness changes also features differences in diffusion times, would probably further enhance the statistical accuracy of 2CG-FCS.
Fraction of FRET-inactive substrate at incubation time 0
Approximately 45-50% of all original, uncleaved substrates at incubation time, t ¼ 0, are FRET inactive, as displayed in Fig. 5 B. This feature becomes obvious in a lot of singlemolecule experiments (75, 77, 78) . To study this feature in more detail, the concentration and brightness values of FRET-active and FRET-inactive substrate were compared using 2D-FIDA when applying only 488 nm, only 633 nm, and simultaneous 488 and 633 nm excitation at lower irradiances (50 kW/cm 2 (488 nm) and 40 kW/cm 2 (633 nm)) and beam scanning to minimize photobleaching. Thereby, two effects were considered as proven by measurements on single dye solutions of RhGr and MR121. I), Due to an enhanced photobleaching of MR121 by the 488-nm laser light (75) , its concentration decreases by 25% when adding 488-nm light to 633-nm excitation. II), The focal volume of the 633-nm laser is larger than that of the 488-nm laser by a factor of 1.45 as determined from the diffusion times, r, resulting from FCS. Because the determined concentration, c, which is the mean number of particles in the detection volume, is directly proportional to the size of the detection volume, the same molar concentration yields a 1.45 times higher mean number of particles in the case of 633-nm excitation. A close inspection of the FRET-active andinactive subpopulations (with measurements on a sample solely containing uncleaved substrate) indicates the existence of a substantial portion of substrate molecules with inactive or missing acceptor according to the following observations: As a result, the percentage of FRET-inactive uncleaved substrate is either due to an inactive or missing acceptor label.
CONCLUSION
We have introduced two-color global fluorescence correlation analysis as a new method for analyzing FRET assays. 2CG-FCS globally analyzes all accessible dual-color correlation data, i.e., two autocorrelation curves and one cross-correlation curve. As an example, the trypsin protease activity was determined by monitoring the cleavage reaction of a FRETactive peptide. The obtained results coincide with those extracted from the established method 2D-FIDA and compensate limitations inherent in mere FCS and FCCS analysis. Still implying the general advantages of correlation spectroscopy, namely time-domain information, 2CG-FCS includes the direct determination of molecular concentration and brightness. It accounts for effects common to FRET measurements such as photobleaching, cross talk, and concentration variations. The molecule parameters of this assay are in principle unfavorable for FCS analysis, because the diffusion coefficients of the involved species are undistinguishable. The temporal decay information thus does not enter as an additional characteristic parameter for the molecular resolution, and the molecular analysis is solely based on fluorescence amplitude analysis. FCS methods are, however, based on time-dependent information and usually not well adapted to fluctuation amplitude analysis. As in this case, the amplitude is extracted by extrapolation to correlation time 0. FIDA-based methods directly perform statistics on fluctuating amplitudes and are thus better suited for such analysis (which becomes obvious by the better statistical accuracy of 2D-FIDA in this work). A combination of both temporal decay and fluctuation amplitude analysis would make up an even better analysis tool. Despite this fact, the global FCS analysis succeeded in revealing an excellent molecular resolution. 2CG-FCS remarkably improved accuracy of correlation analysis without gaining complexity in theory or loosing analysis speed. Thus, 2CG-FCS demonstrates a step toward the development of analysis tools with optimized molecular resolution accuracy. Biological assays involving molecular species, which are separable in diffusion time and fluorescence brightness, would even further highlight the capability of 2CG-FCS.
It is shown that 2CG-FCS can be applied to measurement times ,2 s with a very high statistical accuracy. This opens up the door to industrial applications, in particular highthroughput drug discovery or molecular sorting. Especially the capability of molecular resolution enables one to filter out background signal, e.g., autofluorescence, a problem common in drug discovery (10) or in in vivo studies (18) . The use of beam scanning additionally increases statistical accuracy and motivates to further lower measurement times, even for correlation analysis methods.
The application of fluctuation analysis tools in confocal microscopy necessitates nanomolar concentrations of fluorescent molecules, which in this study was achieved by 1000-fold dilution of the labeled substrate. An online measurement of this enzymatic reaction would therefore be impossible. Potential developments of focal confinement such as microstructures or ultrahigh resolution microscopy (79) (80) (81) would enable one to use much higher concentrations and, consequently, to monitor enzymatic reactions online. This opens up further potentials for the presented method to be applicable to various kinds of assays. Accordingly, future progress will focus on broadening the range of applications, as well as to further enhance the accuracy by coming up with more globally operating analysis tools, as already presented by the recently developed methods, fluorescence intensity multiple distribution analysis (41) , fluorescence intensity and lifetime distribution analysis (82), or photon arrival-time interval distribution analysis (43) .
